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Avoiding a
reductionist stance

argued, are just as practical, morally
significant, precise and contextually
relevant in an intensive care unit
(ICU) as the criteria Lamb prefers

SIR

(1,2).

Despite the claims made by David
Lamb (1), I do not claim that the use
of 'brain related criteria' for declaring
death must be based on a reductionist
philosophical position, nor that they
presuppose a materialist theory of
mind. In fact my article shows,
through an argument Lamb endorses,
how one can avoid having to take a
reductionist stance (2). I also do not
claim that the use of brain related
indicators is incompatible with the
tenets of most western (and many
eastern) religions.
I claim that Lamb, and others, leave
themselves open to accusations of
reductionism, by failing to recognise
the type of definition they are proposing. I suggest that a more careful use
of language is necessary, and that with
a little more philosophical and linguistic rigour many of the problems associated with 'the definition of death'
may be resolved. Despite Lamb's
claim that he agrees with me, Lamb
repeats those mistakes in his 'reply'.
He writes of 'the concept of brain
death' when he means 'death', and
'the brainstem definition of death'
where he should say 'brainstem
related criteria'. He ignores, or confuses, the distinction between concept
and criteria (1,3).
Lamb further confuses the argument by his ambiguous use of the
word 'meaningful'. It is used to
indicate that different definitions of
'death', in different situations are
'practical', or 'morally significant', or
'precise', or possibly 'contextually
relevant'. In doing so Lamb opens
the way for the inattentive reader
fallaciously to equivocate between the
Indian Brahmin notion of exogamy (4)
and the Danish Council of Ethics criteria. The latter, as I have already

The attentive reader will of course
have spotted this, and noted the four
times Lamb misquotes me, the
selectivity of his quotation (from my
article, from Pope Pius XII and from
his own work) and the unwarranted
assertion that I deny moral significance to the lives of dogs. I invite your
readers to examine closely those
passages that Lamb quotes from my
article, and then compare them to
their original wording and context.
They might also note that I spoke
of the debate in contemporary
Japan, not the musings of ancient
Samurai.
As for his list of 'moral reasons for
preferring a brain-related concept',
they are neither moral reasons, nor
reasons for preferring a brain-related
concept. Unless Lamb wishes to
reduce morality to economics and
law, and his preferences are ruled by
pragmatism and social convention.
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Patients' rights and
publication
SIR

I listened to a debate on the radio
recently about issues of patients'
rights and so came to hear of your
journal.
As a user of the mental health (and
other medical) services I am
concerned about the issue of patient
confidentiality as I have recently
become aware of the practice of
reporting individuals' cases in the
journals
psychiatric/psychotherapy
without necessarily the patient's
knowledge and therefore consent.
The vast majority of people are of
course unaware that this goes on,
hence its continuation. The journals I
have contacted only issue guidelines
suggesting it is advisable to ask a
patient's consent before publication,
but there is no absolute obligation to
do so. Merely disguising a person's
name and a few usually unimportant
details does not adequately safeguard
privacy and in any case still abuses
the right to respect with regard to
information given in a situation of
particular trust and expected confidentiality.
I suggest a patient's notes should be
absolutely respected; sensitive information should not be used for discussion, teaching purposes, or in
journals or textbooks without the
expressed consent of the person. The
source could even be acknowledged
where appropriate.
In other words authors, ie psychiatrists and psychotherapists, should
show patients the same respect they
would want for themselves from
colleagues.

